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John, The only electronic records for flow will be over the slag pond weir.
I'm sure I can get you 5 years worth is you'd like.  Off the top of my
head, I'm thinking an average of maybe 4.5 mgd and a max of 7.0 mgd.  Circ
water flows are based on the pump curve/river elevation equation coupled
with run times.  I agree it would be a great idea to get together and
better flesh out the details you need at some point soon.
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Allan,

As I mentioned in my voice mail, EPA/NHDES has questions on what is the
actual flow from the outfalls at Merrimack Station. What is contained in
the application is not consistent with other data sources. I assume the
Station keeps electronic records of outfall flow measurements. Is it
possible to get a copy of the last five years of flow records?

Talk to you soon ... thanks,

John
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Allan,

As I mentioned in my voice mail, EPA/NHDES has questions on what is the actual flow from the outfalls at 
Merrimack Station. What is contained in the application is not consistent with other data sources. I 
assume the Station keeps electronic records of outfall flow measurements. Is it possible to get a copy of 
the last five years of flow records?

Talk to you soon ... thanks,
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